
This  tour's  main  feature  is  the 
outstanding diversity of the natural and 
cultural  landscapes.  It  all  begins  with 
some  quite  interesting  sightseeing  in 
Transylvania:  the  medieval  castle  of 
Hunedoara  and  the  tiny,  but  enigmatic 
stone church of Densuș, presumably the 
oldest in Romania. This is followed swiftly 
by  the  hikes  in  the  high  mountains  of 
Retezat National  Park;  a  typical  alpine 
landscape awaits to be discovered above 

the tree line. A short detour in Wallachia, 
with  an  easy  hike  through  a  chestnut 
forest  towards  the  famous  Tismana 
monastery makes  for  an  interesting 
change. Next is Cerna Valley:  the karst 
is rough but we encounter “lost hamlets” 
in unexpected places – a set of ladders 
mounted on a rock face is  the shortest 
access  to  the  one  of  the  (very)  small 
villages. The lowest hiking ground of the 
trip, the Iron Gates of the Danube, still 
delivers  surprises.  The  rock  walls  rise 
vertically 250–300 meters above Europe's 
largest  river,  offering  unforgettable 
panoramas. The old resort of Herculane, 
built by the Habsburgs, is in bad shape, 
but  still  a  worthy  historical  sightseeing, 
while the “imperial” theatre of Oravița is 
a  true  miniature  jewel,  well  off  the 
beaten track. The city of Timișoara (still 
“Temeswar” to  some of  its  inhabitants), 
with its Art Nouveau and lively pedestrian 
squares,  provides  a  contrasting  ending. 
Comfortable  accommodation  in  DBL-
rooms and full-board is provided for the 
whole trip.

This  tour takes place in the areas to which 
the  project  “South-Western  Carpathians 
Wilderness Area” (run by the WWF) caters.

      active tour: nature, culture & people

Day 1. Incoming flight (Timi oaraș  or Sibiu). D2. 

Hunedoara castle, church in Densus, bog with 

carnivorous  plants.  D3. Retezat  Mts.  with 

Bucura Lake. D4. Crossing of the Retezat Mts. 

towards South, modern sculptures of Brâncu iș . 

D5. Village  life  in  Wallachia,  chestnut  forest, 

Orthodox  monastery  Tismana.  D6. Karst  in 

Cerna  Valley.  D7. “Lost  hamlets”  in  Cerna 

Valley.  D8. The “Cauldrons” (Cazanele)  of  the 

Iron  Gates  of  the  Danube,  boat  trip.  D9. Mt. 

Trescovă .ț  D10. The rest of the Iron Gates, old 

theatre in Oravita.  D11. City tour of  Timi oara.ș  

Return flight from Timi oaraș  (or flight on D12).

www.tymestours.ro/CARPATHIANS

Active: hiking,  intermediate  level  –  4  to  6-7 
hrs.  walking  time,  500 to  1000 meters  height 
difference.

When? Late May to early  October.

With  accommodation in DBL-rooms with own 
bathroom,  full-board,  entrance  fees,  boat  trip, 
transportation, guiding.

Flights (not  included)  to/from  Sibiu  or 
Timisoara;  also  possible  to  use  Cluj-Napoca, 
Budapest or Belgrade.

! An interesting combination results when flying 
to  Sibiu  (allowing  for  some sightseeing  there) 
and flying  back  home from  Timi oaraș .  This  is 
easily possible by flying via Munich, Lufthansa 
has direct flights to/from both cities.
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Rediscovery of the Southern Carpathians
where empress Sissi loved to hike

✔ medium-level hiking from the alpine scenery of Retezat Mts. to the 
Mediterranean Iron Gates of the Danube

✔ sightseeing “off the beaten track”

The cave turns out to be a sort of a natural tunnel, offering a direct shortcut to the 
Danube – a boat awaits at the lower entrance. One day before: several massive 
ladders, leaning on a rock face, bring us to a “lost hamlet” of the Cerna Valley. And in 
the historical resort of Herculane, now dramatically derelict, we learn what else than 
just mountains made the Austrian empress Elisabeth (the famous Sissi) spend five 
times her holidays at the seemingly “end of civilized world”. We'll  hike on alpine 
scenery, dotted with lovely lakes, but also through chestnut forests towards an old 
Orthodox monastery. In this trip we meet one of Europe's most anonymous – yet 
surprising! - corners.


